Weapons Use Requirements
In ALL Cases:
1) Weapons or props are not to be removed from performance space/set and are to be kept under lock and key when not on set.
2) The Customer agrees to allow Fantastic Creations access to and inspection of all rented weapons/props during reasonable business
or production hours.
3) No prop or weapon is to be modified in any way without the express permission of Fantastic Creations.
4) Customer is responsible for all lost, stolen or broken props or weapons rented. The Customer is responsible for the complete replacement cost of
the prop or weapon if lost, stolen, damaged or modified without permission. If applicable, the original item or parts remain the sole property of
Fantastic Creations.
5) It is expressly understood that the Customer shall be responsible for any legal action which may result from any accident, injury or damage involving
the use or misuse whether intentional or not, of any or all rented or sold weapons included in this agreement.
Bladed Weapons
6) Under no circumstances are the edges or points of bladed weapons to be sharpened, honed, or altered by the Customer.
7) Only bladed weapons certified by Fantastic Creations as “Stage Combat Safe” are to come into contact with another weapon, object or other. Bladed
weapons rented by Fantastic Creations may only be used against other Fantastic Creations approved bladed weapons.
8) At no time are any bladed weapons to be allowed to come into any unsafe human contact.
9) All bladed weapons provided with scabbards or cases shall be stored in the same when not in use. All blades scabbarded or bare shall be stored in
a safe locked room when not in use.
10) During the performance the weapons are to be keep in the control of the designated weapons handler ( stage manager, assistant stage manager or
other so designated).
11) Customer is responsible for cleaning blades while in their possession. Contact Fantastic Creations for cleaning instructions. NOTE: A cleaning charge
will be applied for any weapons returned not in the same condition as they/it was rented.
Firearms
Firearms: For the purposes of this agreement, the term ‘ firearm’ shall be used to refer to any item which represents small or long arms of any time
period whether said item is functional or inert.
12) All firearms are to be secured under lock and key in a safe locked room when not in use. In the case of ‘blank-firing’ weapons, cartridges are to be
stored separately.
13) The Customer agrees to limit the handling of firearms to designated firearm handler ( stage manager, assistant stage manager or other so designated)
and actor who the Customer would deem to be responsible in this matter.
14) Firearms which discharge blank-firing cartridges can create extreme noise levels which may impair or damage hearing as well as cause burns or
similar injury by the muzzle or cylinder discharge. The Customer agrees to exercise special care in the handling and use of such ‘ blank firing’ items.
15) At no time should any firearm, whether loaded or empty, be pointed at any person in any manner. Industry safety regulations require that in any
staged firearms combat involving ‘blank-fire’ weapons, any discharge must be aimed no less than thirty degrees off of any live target.
16) Under no circumstances shall the Customer attempt to modify or repair any firearm or firearm accessory for any reason. Call Fantastic Creations
with any problems.
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